Is kruemel.i.o.o still needed?

AFAIK kruemel.i.o.o is idle since today:
- planet.o.o is hosted and rendered on jekyll.i.o.o since today
- countdown.o.o moved to pinot.o.o long ago (and I have to admit that I forgot to remove it from pillar/id/kruemel)

/etc/lighttpd/vhosts.d/ contains some more vhosts, but I didn't see anything in the haproxy config that could point to them, therefore I guess they are also unused.

darix: AFAIK you initially setup kruemel - can you please check and confirm if it still is used for something, or if it can be shut down?

Let's shut down the machine end of March and keep the image for one more month.

Machine is off now.